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I

n this paper, we examine contracts to coordinate the capacity decision of a vendor who has been hired by a
client to provide call center support. We consider a variety of contracts, all based on our observations of
contracts used by one large vendor. We examine the role of different contract features such as pay-per-time, payper-call, service-level agreements, and constraints on service rates and abandonment. We show how different
combinations of these contract features enable client ﬁrms to better manage vendors when there is information
asymmetry about worker productivity. In particular, we focus on how different contracts can coordinate by
yielding the system-optimal capacity decision by the vendor and consider how proﬁts are allocated between
the client and the vendor.
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1.

Introduction

one dimension, however, the relationship between
our client and vendor reverses the typical retailer or
supplier relationship. In our environment, the vendor
interacts directly with the customer, while the supplier in a supply chain does not. Therefore, our client
does not directly order an observable volume of service from the vendor, as a retailer would order a speciﬁc number of units. Instead, the vendor serves the
client’s customers by performing a variety of functions that are often unobservable to the client, such as
hiring, training, and investing in technology. Payment
is usually contingent on the vendor serving realized
demand according to criteria speciﬁed in the contract.
The client uses the contract to inﬂuence the unobservable behavior, and poor contract design can lead to
vendor actions that reduce client proﬁts and supply
chain performance (see the introduction to Ren and
Zhou 2008 for additional comparisons between call
center outsourcing and the traditional supply chain).
In this paper, we model the vendor’s actions as
two decisions—a stafﬁng level and a service rate that
are chosen to maximize its proﬁts under a given contract. Our model of the vendor’s service system is
a Markovian queuing system with exponential abandonment (M/M/N + M). We assume that the client
designs and proposes the contract, while the vendor

Call centers are essential components of many large
businesses. While some ﬁrms choose to create internal
call centers, many now purchase call center support
services from other ﬁrms. In a typical outsourcing
arrangement, a ﬁrm (the client) hires a call center specialist (the vendor) to provide sufﬁcient technology
and staff to serve the client’s customers. The client
speciﬁes the quality of service and the ﬁnancial terms
in a detailed contract, which may include queueing
performance criteria (e.g., 80% of callers wait less
than 20 seconds), customer satisfaction requirements
(as measured by surveys or observed by monitoring calls), and ﬁnancial rewards and penalties. Motivated by contracts used by one large vendor, this
paper examines how the terms of real-world call center outsourcing contracts affect the capacity investment decisions of the vendor as well as the ﬁnancial
performance of the client, vendor, and the system as
a whole.
In this paper, we will sometimes refer to the system as a service supply chain, or simply as a supply
chain, because the relationship between the client and
the vendor is analogous to the relationship between
a retailer and its supplier. The client, like the retailer,
purchases capacity from the vendor or supplier. On
793
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Table 1

Sample Contracts

Client

Service-level
agreement (SLA)

(A)
(B)

(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)

90% of calls answered
within 360 sec.
70% of calls answered
within 60 sec.: 70% of
calls resolved without
escalation
80% of calls answered
within 120 sec.
80% of calls answered
within 180 sec.
75% of calls answered
within 20 sec.
80% should be attempted

Table 2
Financial incentives
PPC; SLA penalty; monthly payment
limit
PPC; SLA penalty

PPT; SLA penalty; AHT penalty
PPT; SLA penalty; AHT penalty;
guaranteed base payment
Pay per resolution; SLA penalty;
guaranteed base payment
PPT; abandonment probability penalty;
AHT penalty

may accept or refuse the offer. Because poor service
can lead to lost future sales and, in the case of an
inbound direct sales channel, immediate lost sales, the
client loses revenue as its customers wait in line and
abandon the queue. The vendor does not incur these
costs but must pay the stafﬁng costs. We say that the
service supply chain is coordinated when the vendor
chooses a stafﬁng level that maximizes the total supply chain proﬁt, the sum of the vendor and client
proﬁts.
The contractual terms modeled in this paper were
motivated by contracts signed by a vendor with
15,000 employees that provides call center support to
Fortune 500 technology and ﬁnancial services ﬁrms.
Table 1 displays a representative sample of these contracts. The rows in the table represent different contracts with clients (A)–(F). The second column lists the
waiting-time target, or service-level agreement (SLA)
for each contract, such as Prwait ≤ 20 sec ≥ 0 75 for
client (E). The third column lists ﬁnancial incentives
and penalties. The term “SLA penalty” implies that
the vendor pays a ﬁnancial penalty for not meeting
an SLA. AHT (average handle time) is the average
service time per customer and “AHT penalty” means
that the vendor pays a ﬁnancial penalty for going
over an AHT target (or going under a service-rate
target) set by the outsourcer. Table 2 summarizes the
deﬁnitions of these abbreviations, which will be used
throughout the paper.
The third column of Table 1 also describes two
payment mechanisms: pay-per-call (PPC) and payper-time (PPT). Under a PPC mechanism, the vendor
earns a ﬁxed fee from the client for each customer
it serves. PPT schemes compensate the vendor per
unit time that it spends serving customers (this contact time is easily monitored by the client, who can
observe the telecommunications switch that is shared
by the client and vendor). In our sample of contracts,
PPT schemes are always accompanied with penalties

Abbreviation
PPC
PPT
SLA
W
Ab
AHT

Abbreviations for Contract Terms
Contract term
Pay-per-call
Pay-per-time
Service-level agreement
Linear penalty for waiting
Abandonment probability constraint
Penalty for not meeting average handle time
(service-rate constraint)

for not meeting AHT targets. An explanation of this
last observation is that the PPT compensation scheme
provides an incentive to the vendor to increase the
AHT, and the AHT penalty limits this behavior.
On ﬁrst glance, a PPC or PPT term in the contract
seems to be superﬂuous. Given the signiﬁcant penalties for failure to meet the SLA, if all other aspects of
the contract are eliminated, then the vendor’s stafﬁng
rule is to assign a sufﬁcient number of agents so that
the SLA constraint is tight. As long as the SLA is
set appropriately by the client and sufﬁcient payment
passes between the client and the vendor (most simply as a lump-sum), the vendor will accept the contract, the vendor will staff at the level desired by the
client, and the client will retain any excess proﬁts.
Indeed, contracts for (D) and (E) in Table 1 have guaranteed base payments.
However, the vendor’s managers stated to us that
under most contracts, the vendor is compensated by
PPC or PPT, either as the sole payment method or as
a supplement to the base payment. There are a variety of plausible explanations for this. For example,
it may be a convenient method for spreading out a
lump-sum payment, following the principle that the
vendor is paid when it does the work. Furthermore, if
the level of demand is uncertain, both PPC and PPT
contract mechanisms reduce the vendor’s risk of large
losses, because the vendor will be compensated if a
demand surge requires it to add expensive capacity to
meet the SLA. While in some environments this may
be the reason for PPC or PPT terms, in our work we
assume that the mean demand rate can be determined
accurately and is known to both the vendor and the
client.
In this paper, we explore an alternate role for PPC
and PPT contracts: they allow the client to overcome
information asymmetry with respect to the vendor’s
potential productivity. When clients negotiate terms
of the contract with the vendor, the vendor may
have signiﬁcantly more information on the maximum
possible service rates of its own agents. This information asymmetry may be caused by a variety of
factors. For example, the vendor hires and trains
agents and thus can better assess their potential productivity. Often the vendor provides similar services
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to other clients and therefore has more experience
and data that can be used to forecast productivity.
The latter explanation becomes increasingly plausible
as more ﬁrms outsource their call center operations
and retain less knowledge about their own customerservice processes.
We show that under this information asymmetry,
when the client is restricted to certain types of contracts (PPC or PPT without AHT constraints), the
vendor may invest in the supply chain optimal capacity, but the vendor also extracts information rents—it
captures a signiﬁcant portion of supply chain proﬁts.
By offering both PPC and PPT-based contracts rather
than a single contract type, the client can reduce these
information rents by screening the vendors without a
signiﬁcant loss in overall supply chain performance.
We also show that when the client has complete information about the vendor’s productivity, then there
is no need to include an AHT constraint in an optimally designed PPT contract. When there is information asymmetry on vendor productivity, then an AHT
constraint increases the client’s proﬁts and improves
supply chain performance. Therefore, the existence of
AHT constraints in the PPT contracts signed by our
vendor is consistent with our model of information
asymmetry.
Our results on PPC and PPT contracts are analogous to basic results from labor economics, which
suggest that variable pay can be used by a ﬁrm to
sort low and high-productivity workers (Lazear 1995).
Speciﬁcally, a PPT contract is like an hourly wage; it
speciﬁes payment for input. A PPC contract is similar to a piece-rate contract on outputs. In general, our
model is a monopolistic screening model with precontractual asymmetric information (see, for example,
Mas-Colell et al. 1995, p. 500), in which a worker’s
productivity type is unobservable to the principal
before a contract is signed, and the output (but not the
productivity type) of the worker can be observed after
the contract is signed. We emphasize, however, that
our model is not a simple extension of the monopolistic screening model described in Mas-Colell et al. Our
application has an additional layer of complexity—the
vendor’s stochastic queueing/stafﬁng problem.
Another signiﬁcant difference between our model
and standard models from labor economics is that in
our case, the PPT and PPC contracts are not used to
weed out (or avoid hiring) inefﬁcient vendors. Because
of the large ﬁxed cost to select and establish a service
relationship with a vendor, clients are reluctant to
switch vendors and instead must design contracts to
extract the best performance possible from a favored
vendor. Using a well-designed contract to “get it right
the ﬁrst time” has signiﬁcant value in these settings
when compared with costly alternatives, such as careful onsite monitoring of the vendor or renegotiation
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after a probationary period. Onsite monitoring of call
centers to determine if workers are as productive as
they could be is fraught with challenges. Knowledge
of the local labor pool and training methods is necessary to set realistic performance goals, and both
local labor conditions and training regimes are difﬁcult to monitor. When the client ﬁrm has outsourced
the function, it is less able to effectively benchmark
performance measures. When call centers are offshore, monitoring is more expensive. While clients
often monitor for quality in the customer interactions, simultaneous productivity monitoring may lead
to conﬂicting motivations. As a result, information
asymmetry about agent productivity often persists
after the contract is signed and operations commence.
Despite all the challenges of accurate monitoring,
inevitably over time, the client will learn more about
the ability of the vendor and can take that into
account when renegotiating contract terms. The analysis of renegotiation across multiple contracting periods is an interesting area for research, but is beyond
the scope of this paper.
Our model does not address two performance criteria that are seen in some call center outsourcing
contracts: (i) escalation behavior, and (ii) customer
quality measures besides waiting time. In some business environments, service requests are vertically differentiated, and we see multitiered service centers.
In such systems, a lower-tier (less-skilled) agent can
escalate a service request to a higher-tier agent if he
cannot resolve the issue. Sometimes this higher-tier
agent is employed directly by the client. In such cases,
contracts include terms to inﬂuence the vendor’s escalation policy (see the contracts for clients (B), (E),
and (F) in Table 1). Shumsky and Pinker (2003) show
how such incentives can induce system-optimal escalation policies within a single ﬁrm. Ren and Zhou
(2008) show how a pay-per-resolution contract affects
the effort exerted by the vendor toward increasing the
call resolution rate. The models in this paper are limited to systems without call escalation, because we
assume that all calls are successfully resolved by the
vendor.
The call center managers that we interviewed emphasized the importance of quality measures beyond
waiting times, and their clients administered frequent
customer satisfaction surveys and pushed the vendor
to keep the CSAT (customer satisfaction) scores high.
It is true that certain terms of the contracts shown in
Table 1 may have an impact on service quality. For
example, a pay-per-time contract may lead agents to
spend more time with each customer. In some cases,
this may lead to a perception of better service, while
in others it may be viewed as a degradation of service
quality. In this paper, however, we focus on how the
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contract terms affect productivity rather than quality. Our focus on productivity was motivated by the
fact that none of the contracts we examined included
explicit terms based on quality measures such as the
CSAT. We believe the primary reason for this is that
compared to waiting-time measures, quality is difﬁcult to measure reliably and so it is managed differently. Exploring this hypothesis will be an interesting
area for further research.
In the next section, we review the related literature.
In §3, we examine contracts under complete information. We show that contracts based only on PPC or
PPT terms are generally not favorable for the client,
but that PPC or PPT contracts with SLA, waitingtime, or abandonment penalties coordinate the service supply chain and allow for arbitrary allocation
of the supply chain proﬁts between the client and the
vendor. In §4, we assume that the client only knows
that the vendor is one of two productivity types: high
or low. High (low) productivity corresponds to high
(low) agent service rates. We show how the client
can use PPC and PPT terms to screen the vendor
type, coordinate the chain, and maximize client profits. In §5, we extend these results to a model in which
the client has an arbitrary prior distribution on the
service rate. We show that a single PPC contract can
coordinate the chain for vendors that fall within a certain range of service rates, but the client must pay
information rents to vendors with high productivity.
We then show that by offering the choice of PPC or
PPT contracts with waiting-time penalties, the client
can reduce the information rents and raise its proﬁts,
although the chain may not always be coordinated.
In §6, we illustrate the use of PPC and PPT contracts with a numerical example. The numerical example shows how the contracts reduce information rents
paid by the client, and also show how these contracts
can improve overall supply chain performance over
a single PPC contract by expanding the range of vendors that accept the contract. Finally, in §7 we discuss
possible future areas of research.

2.

Literature Review

Considerable attention has been given to outsourcing
contracts in manufacturing supply chains (see Cachon
2003 and the references therein). The literature on outsourcing contracts for service supply chains is more
limited. Gans and Zhou (2007) and Akşin et al. (2008)
consider a client who can outsource some fraction of
service calls to a vendor. Gans and Zhou (2007) study
the centralized capacity decision and queuing control
problem. Akşin et al. (2008) compare the equilibrium
performance of service systems in which the client
either outsources a steady stream of calls or outsources peak demand. We assume here that all calls
are routed to the vendor.

While we also assume that the client has already
decided to outsource its call center to the vendor,
Allon and Federgruen (2006) focus on the outsourcing
decision. They study retailers who are locked in price
and waiting-time competition and have the option
to outsource call center service to a common vendor.
They present conditions under which outsourcing is
proﬁtable for the clients. A portion of their analysis
describes the effects of “volume-based” contracts on
supply chain coordination, and their results parallel
our analysis of PPC contracts with full information
in §3.
Aron and Liu (2005) examine coordination of the
quality-of-service decisions made by vendors. They
study governance systems where the client actively
participates in the managerial process of monitoring
and controlling the vendor’s agents to ensure a
desired quality level. They ﬁnd that when the outsourced service process is complex so that the cost
of measuring output quality is high, then the clients
can increase the efﬁciency and scope of outsourcing
by combining the efﬁciency of the price mechanism
(market control) with managerial control. They also
show that for a low-complexity process, there is no
signiﬁcant advantage for the client to exert managerial control over the vendor’s agents.
Our work is closely related to the work of Ren and
Zhou (2008). They study a service supply chain consisting of a single client and a single vendor, and also
consider contracts that induce the vendor to choose
supply chain optimal stafﬁng levels. They assume that
vendor productivity is common knowledge and focus
on the vendor’s level of effort, where higher effort
increases the probability that a call earns revenue for
the client. In their analysis, they use a ﬂuid model
that ignores the queueing phenomena, and the use
of this approximation has a number of consequences.
First, the optimal stafﬁng level is equal to / , in
other words, a load factor of one. If waiting and/or
abandonment costs are large, a ﬂuid model distorts
the stafﬁng requirements. Second, they ﬁnd that the
client can use a contract with only a PPC component,
a “piecemeal contract,” to coordinate stafﬁng levels
(they also show that such a contract will not coordinate the effort level). In this paper, we ﬁnd that
a PPC-only contract cannot be used by the client to
coordinate stafﬁng levels. The difference in our results
is due to the underlying queueing model. Ren and
Zhou (2008) use a ﬂuid approximation, but when
we include a stochastic component in the chain’s
proﬁt function, a coordinating PPC-only contract produces negative revenue for the client. In practice, we
have not observed instances of call center contracts
based solely on PPC terms, indicating that a stochastic
model is appropriate here. Throughout this paper, the
stochastic model also allows us to examine the effects
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of contract terms related to waiting time—terms that
are irrelevant in the ﬂuid model.

3.

Contracting with Full Information

3.1. The Model
In this section, we describe the proﬁt functions
of the client and the vendor and determine which
contracts coordinate the supply chain, while allowing for arbitrary allocation of the supply chain proﬁts.
We assume that both ﬁrms are risk neutral, and in
this section, we also assume that all information on
the system is shared by the client and vendor. The
client offers a contract to the vendor and, if the vendor accepts the contract, the vendor makes its proﬁtmaximizing capacity choice. The client’s reservation
value is M, i.e., the client can earn proﬁt rate M if
it chooses to enter a contract with a different vendor.
The parameter M includes the search cost and the
cost of building a new relationship and can possibly
be very low. Therefore, the client offers the vendor a
contract only if the client’s expected proﬁt rate under
that contract is greater than M. The vendor accepts
the contract if its expected proﬁt is greater than its
reservation value, V . If the vendor accepts the contract, it then invests in capacity, a stafﬁng level N .
Finally, demand is realized and is served according to
the dynamics of an M/M/N + M queueing system.
Each served customer generates a value R for the
client, and the client also incurs a cost P per unit
time the customer waits in queue. In a sales environment, this is direct revenue. In other cases, such as
technical support, the value, R, is a proxy for the net
expected long-term cash ﬂow generated by a satisﬁed customer. We consider waiting time, rather than
system time, as the measure of the customer’s experience. Such an assumption is common in the literature because waiting time is usually perceived by
customers as a waste of productive time, while the
time spent in service may not be perceived as a cost
(see, for example, Gans et al. 2003, Ren and Zhou
2008, and Hasija et al. 2005). The vendor incurs a
cost c for each agent staffed, and customers arrive
according to a Poisson process with rate . The vendor’s agents serve customers at rate , and each
agent’s service times are exponentially distributed.
The customers of the client abandon the queue at
rate , and the customer’s abandonment time is exponentially distributed. F N  is the equilibrium probability of abandonment, given stafﬁng level N . F N 
is a nonincreasing function in N . By Little’s Law, the
average queue length is  /F N . Also, let GN  t =
Prwait < t .
Throughout this paper, we assume that N is continuous, and we describe F N  and GN  t using the
diffusion approximations of Garnett et al. (2002). See
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the appendix for the appropriate expressions. Garnett
et al. have shown that their approximations work
extremely well for calculating waiting-time tail probabilities and abandonment probabilities in systems
with as few as 20–30 servers (see Appendix A of
Garnett et al. 2002). Note, however, that results similar to all of the propositions in §§3 through 4.2 also
hold for Markovian M/M/N + M systems with integer values for N .
For the initial analysis, in this section we describe
the contract between the client and vendor as a perunit-time transfer payment T . Throughout this paper,
we use the subscript c for the client’s proﬁt, v for the
vendor’s proﬁt, and s for the supply chain proﬁt. The
proﬁt per unit time for the client (c ) and the vendor
(v ) are
c N  = R 1 − F N  − P F N  − T 

v N  = T − cN

(1)
(2)

The service supply chain proﬁt function is
s N  = R 1 − F N  − P F N  − cN


(3)

Let N ∗ be the supply chain proﬁt-maximizing capacity, s∗ = s N ∗  = maxN ≥0 s N . To avoid trivial
cases, we assume parameter values such that there
exists N ∗ , 0 < N ∗ < , and s N ∗  ≥ V , where V is the
vendor’s reservation value.
The client wishes to design a contract that maximizes its proﬁts. This can be achieved if the vendor’s
proﬁt-maximizing capacity decision Nv∗ is equal to N ∗
(the supply chain is coordinated), and if the supply
chain proﬁts can be arbitrarily allocated between the
client and the vendor. Under such a contract, the
client can choose contract parameters so that the vendor earns its reservation value. In that case, the client
earns a maximum of c∗ = s N ∗  − V . Because M is
the client’s reservation value, the client offers the vendor such a proﬁt-maximizing contract if c∗ ≥ M. We
now focus on contract terms that we have observed
in practice (see Tables 1 and 2): payment per call from
client to vendor, payment for talk time, penalty per
unit of the customer’s waiting time, and penalty for
not meeting SLAs.
3.2. Contracts with Only PPC or PPT Components
Given a PPC contract, the client pays the vendor r for each customer served by the vendor, T =
r 1 − F N . The vendor’s expected daily proﬁt
under this contract is
v N  = r 1 − F N  − cN

(4)

Expressions (3) and (4) lead to the following proposition.
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Proposition 1. A contract with only a PPC term can
coordinate the chain so that Nv∗ = N ∗ , but if the chain is
coordinated, the client earns negative proﬁts.
Proof. All proofs are in the online appendix (provided in the e-companion).1
In particular, we ﬁnd that under a PPC-only contract, the client earns −P / < 0 when the supply
chain is coordinated. Therefore, a client will not offer
a coordinating PPC-only contract. In addition, if the
client offers a PPC-only contract with terms that maximize its proﬁts, the chain is not coordinated Nv∗ = N ∗ 
so that both client and chain proﬁts are suboptimal.
Similar results hold for contracts with only a PPT
component.
These PPC-only and PPT-only contracts fail because
they do not penalize the vendor when customers wait
in the system; therefore, the vendor has an incentive
to underinvest in capacity. Therefore, the client must
provide an incentive to the vendor to invest in extra
capacity. If the client’s only lever to encourage this
investment is to offer more pay-per-call (or more payfor-time spent on the call), then the necessary level
of pay is larger than the client’s revenue. As we see
in the following two sections, this problem is eliminated by adding a contract component that is based
on waiting time.
3.3.

Pay-Per-Call with Penalty for Not Meeting
the Service-Level Agreement (PPC + SLA)
Under this contract, the client pays the vendor r for
each call served and charges a penalty p if the vendor does not meet the SLA. We assume that the time
period chosen by the client to observe the performance of the vendor is long enough so that the customer queue is essentially in equilibrium during the
period. Not meeting the SLA means that the vendor
makes a stafﬁng decision N such that GN  t < ,
where t  are speciﬁed in the contract. The vendor’s
expected daily proﬁt is

r 1 − F N  − cN
if GN  t ≥ 
v N  =
(5)

r 1 − F N  − p − cN if GN  t < 

Proposition 2. The client can maximize its proﬁt with
a PPC + SLA contract by choosing the following contract
parameters:
(i) p = r so that the vendor maximizes proﬁt when the
SLA is met. Note that any large penalty (e.g., over r ) is
sufﬁcient.
(ii) (t ) such that the SLA constraint is tight at N ∗
i.e., Prwait < t =  at N ∗ .
(iii) r = V + cN ∗ / 1 − F N ∗ .
1
An electronic companion to this paper is available as part of the
online version that can be found at http://mansci.journal.informs.
org/.
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Under this contract, it is possible to arbitrarily
allocate the supply chain proﬁts between the client
and the vendor because the client can transfer more
money to the vendor by raising the value of V
when calculating r. Similar results can be obtained
for a pay-per-time contract with an SLA constraint
(PPT + SLA). Note, however, that an AHT constraint
is not needed because the appropriate choice of
parameters in a PPT + SLA contract will coordinate
the chain and maximize client proﬁts. Finally, note
that the client will only offer this contract if its maximum proﬁt c∗ ≥ M.
3.4.

Pay-Per-Call and Penalty for
Waiting (PPC + W)
With this contract, the client pays the vendor r for
each call served and charges a penalty p for each
unit of customer waiting time. The vendor’s expected
daily proﬁt is
v N  = r 1 − F N  − p F N  − cN


(6)

Proposition 3. The client can maximize proﬁt with a
PPC + W contract by choosing the following contract
parameters:
(i) r = V + R − s∗ / 
(ii) p = R + P / − V + R − s∗ / ,
where s∗ is the supply chain optimal proﬁt.
The client will only offer this contract if c∗ ≥ M.
Results similar to those of Proposition 3 can be obtained for a pay-per-time contract with a penalty for
waiting (PPT + W), and again, an AHT constraint is
not needed.
Finally, nearly identical results demonstrate that the
client can coordinate the chain and maximize proﬁts
by using a constraint on the abandonment probability
instead of waiting-time penalties or SLAs (PPC + Ab
and PPT + Ab contracts).

4.

Information Asymmetry with
Two Productivity Types

In this section, we consider environments in which
the vendor may have more information about agent
productivity, , than the client. As we stated in the
introduction to this paper, there are many reasons for
this information asymmetry, e.g., the vendor’s training and information technology investment decisions
may not be visible to the client, and the vendor may
have accumulated experience with other clients that
allows it to produce superior productivity forecasts.
In this section, we assume that the vendor’s agents
may be one of only two productivity types: a high
type with H and a low type with L , where H > L .
While this model is quite stylized, the results in this
section are necessary building blocks for assessing the
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Table 3
Abbreviation
CS-H
CS-L
CW-H
CW-L
TS-L
TW-L
TSA-H

Abbreviations to Describe Contracts
Contract
PPC + SLA contract designed for a high-productivity
vendor (see Proposition 2)
PPC + SLA contract designed for a low-productivity
vendor (see Proposition 2)
PPC + W contract designed for a high-productivity
vendor (see Proposition 3)
PPC + W contract designed for a low-productivity
vendor (see Proposition 3)
PPT + SLA contract designed for a low-productivity vendor
PPT + W contract designed for a low-productivity vendor
PPT + SLA + AHT contract designed for a
high-productivity vendor

performance of contracts when may have any positive value. We assume that the vendor knows the
productivity type but the client does not. Given this
information asymmetry, the client can maximize its
proﬁts if the contract leads to the following three conditions: (1) the vendor self-selects and reveals its productivity type, (2) given that the vendor selects the
appropriate contract, the vendor chooses the systemoptimal capacity, and (3) given that the system is coordinated, proﬁts can be arbitrarily allocated between
client and vendor. We say that a contract that satisﬁes these conditions screens the vendor. Guided by the
revelation principle, we assume that the client offers
pairs of contracts to the vendor, where each contract
corresponds to a productivity type.
Table 3 deﬁnes abbreviations for all of the contracts
that we will consider. In general, the letter “C”
indicates a pay-per-call contract, “T” a pay-per-time
contract, “S” an SLA term, “W” a penalty for waiting
time, “A” an AHT term, “H” the high-type vendor,
and “L” the low-type vendor.
We ﬁrst show that pairs of pay-per-call contracts
cannot screen the vendor, even though each contract
would be optimal in the full-information case. We
then show that screening is possible by offering either
a pair of PPT contracts with AHT constraints or by
offering one contract based on PPC and another based
on PPT.
4.1.

Independently Optimal Contracts That
Do Not Screen
To screen the vendors, it would seem reasonable to
offer pairs of tailored PPC or PPT contracts that are
optimal for the client under complete information.
Let Ni∗ be the service supply chain proﬁt-maximizing
stafﬁng level for i = H  L. Deﬁne Fi X to be the equilibrium abandonment probability in a system staffed
with X servers of type i for i = H  L.
First, we deﬁne the tailored PPC + SLA contracts:
CS-H: (i) Pay rH = V + cNH∗ / 1 − FH NH∗  per call
served.
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(ii) SLA: Prwait < t ≥ H .
(iii) Set t and H such that the SLA constraint is
tight at NH∗ , i.e., GH NH∗  t = H .
CS-L: (i) Pay rL = V + cNL∗ / 1 − FL NL∗  per call
served.
(ii) SLA: Prwait < t ≥ L .
(iii) Set L such that the SLA (with same t as
in contract CS-H) constraint is tight at NL∗ , i.e.,
GL NL∗  t = L .
Proposition 4. A contract that allows the vendor to
choose between CS-H and CS-L will not screen the vendor
productivity type.
The proof of Proposition 4 shows that when these
contracts are offered to the high-productivity vendor, it prefers the contract designed for the lowproductivity vendor, resulting in lower proﬁts for the
client. Therefore, this pair of contracts is not incentive compatible. Similar results apply to PPT contracts
with SLA constraints (but without AHT constraints)
and to contracts with abandonment constraints: two
PPT + SLA contracts, two PPC + Ab contracts, or two
PPT + Ab contracts will not screen the vendor type.
Now consider pairs of tailored PPC + W contracts:
∗
CW-H: (i) Pay rH = V + R − H
per call
s /
served.
∗
(ii) Charge pH = R + P / − V + R − H
s / 
per unit of customer waiting time.
∗
CW-L: (i) Pay rL = V +R −L
s / per call served.
∗
(ii) Charge pL = R + P / − V + R − L
s / 
∗
per unit of customer waiting time, where H s and
∗
L
s are, respectively, the optimal proﬁts for the supply chain when the vendor is high or low type.
Proposition 5. A contract that allows the vendor to
choose between CW-H and CW-L will not screen the vendor productivity type.
The proof of Proposition 5 is similar to that of
Proposition 4: again, the high-productivity vendor
chooses the contract tailored for the low-productivity
vendor, and the contract is not incentive compatible.
Similar results apply to PPT + W contracts (without
AHT constraints) as well.
We will see in §5 that a high-productivity vendor
who chooses a PPC+W contract designed for a lowerproductivity vendor will choose the system-optimal
capacity (see Proposition 12). Therefore, a choice
between CW-H and CW-L does coordinate the chain
even though it does not screen. In other words, this
pair of contracts produces optimal performance for
the supply chain, but the client does not maximize
proﬁts.
4.2. Screening Contracts
Here we describe two pairs of incentive-compatible
contracts that screen the vendors. The ﬁrst is a choice
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between a PPC and a PPT contract, while the second
is a pair of PPT contracts in which an AHT constraint
ensures that the high-productivity vendor chooses the
system-optimal service rate. While these two pairs of
contracts produce identical performance when there
are just two productivity types, we will see in §5 that
the PPC/PPT choice generates higher supply chain
proﬁts when there is an arbitrary distribution of vendor productivity.
Note that if we ignore the stochastic elements of the
system (e.g., by using a ﬂuid model to describe the
queues as in Ren and Zhou 2008), it is easy to show
that the two types of servers can be screened by offering PPC and PPT contracts. In a ﬂuid model, incentive
compatibility follows directly from average service
times: slow vendors take longer to complete each call
and therefore prefer to be compensated by time, while
fast vendors create more rapid throughput and prefer
to be paid accordingly. Thus, the vendors reveal their
types when accepting the contracts.
This argument, however, is not sufﬁcient to demonstrate incentive compatibility for our stochastic
model. Here we must show that the contracts simultaneously motivate the vendors to reveal their types
and create incentives to staff optimally with the
appropriate capacity buffer (no such capacity buffer is
needed in the ﬂuid model which always staffs at / ).
This stafﬁng problem complicates the contract design
problem because changes in the stafﬁng level change
the number of customers served (via the abandonment process), which then changes the payment rate
to the vendor. In fact, the following properties of the
queueing system and the contract terms will guarantee that successful screening is possible.
4.2.1. Properties of the Queueing System That
Guarantee Screening. Let NH be the high-type vendor’s proﬁt-maximizing decision under contract TS-L,
a PPT + SLA contract designed for a low-productivity
vendor. Deﬁne the following properties:
Property 1. 

H/

L NH

≥ NL∗ .

Property 2. FH NH  ≥ FL 

H/

L NH .

These two properties are mathematical statements
of a commonly observed characteristic of queueing
systems: the average waiting time for many slow
servers is lower than the average waiting time for fast
servers with equal total capacity. Speciﬁcally, Property 1 implies that to provide the same waiting time
standard as a low-type vendor, a high-type vendor
has to invest in a higher total capacity than the
low-type vendor. Property 2 implies that a low-type
vendor with the same total capacity as a high-type
vendor has a lower abandonment probability than the
high-type vendor. In Propositions 7 and 8 below, these
two properties ensure that, for example, a high-type

vendor earns less than its reservation value when
accepting a pay-per-time contract designed to coordinate the supply chain with a low type.
Numerical experiments with a Markovian M/M/
N + M model satisfy both properties, but we have
not been able to prove that the Markovian model satisﬁes the conditions in general. In Proposition 6, we
show that the two conditions hold under the diffusion approximation of Garnett et al. (2002). Lemma 1
describes a property of the hazard function hx
(deﬁned in the appendix) that will be useful in the
proof of Proposition 6.
Lemma 1. ahx − hax is increasing in a for all x.
Proposition 6. Properties 1 and 2 are satisﬁed under
the diffusion approximation.
Now we are ready to describe the speciﬁc screening
contracts. Without loss of generality, in cases where
the vendor is indifferent between two contracts, we
assume that the vendor chooses the contract that leads
to the higher supply chain proﬁt. It is easy to relax this
assumption by allowing the client to offer an inﬁnitesimal fraction of the excess proﬁt to the vendor.
4.2.2. Screening with a PPC/PPT Contract. In this
section, we show that the client can successfully
screen by offering the vendor a choice between a
PPC + SLA and a PPT + SLA contract or a choice
between a PPC + W and a PPT + W contract. First,
assume that the client offers the vendor a choice
between CS-H and a PPT + SLA contract, TS-L.
For brevity, we exclude an analysis of abandonment
penalties, but it can be shown that an Ab component
can substitute for SLA or W components in all the
results of this section.
TS-L: (i) Pay rL = L V + cNL∗ / 1 − FL NL∗  per
unit time of vendor’s service.
(ii) SLA: Prwait < t ≥ L .
(iii) Set L such that the SLA (with same t as
in contract CS-H) constraint is tight at NL∗ , i.e.,
GL NL∗  t = L .
Lemma 2.

L V

+ cN / 1 − FL N  ≥ rL ∀ N ≥ NL∗ .

Proposition 7. A contract that allows the vendor to
choose between CS-H and TS-L screens the vendor.
Now we consider contracts with waiting-time
penalties. The following proposition states that the
client can also use a PPC + W and a PPT + W contract
to successfully screen the vendor and maximize profits. First, deﬁne contract TW-L:
∗
TW-L: (i) Pay rL = V +R −L
s  L / per unit time
spent on customer service.
∗
(ii) Charge pL = R + P / − V + R − L
s / 
per unit of customer waiting time.
Proposition 8. A contract that allows the vendor to
choose between CW-H and TW-L screens the vendor.
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Note that in Propositions 7 and 8, no AHT constraint
is needed for the PPT contract because the parameters
of the contracts ensure that (i) the low-productivity
vendor will choose the PPT contract, and (ii) given
that the low-productivity vendor chooses the PPT contract, its parameters ensure coordination of the chain
and maximization of client proﬁts. In §4.2.3, we will
see how an AHT constraint can be used to screen two
types of vendors with PPT contracts. In §5, when the
client’s prior distribution of vendor productivity contains more than two values, the AHT constraint will be
used with these PPC/PPT contracts to maximize the
client’s beneﬁts from screening.
4.2.3. Screening with AHT Constraints. We saw
in Proposition 4 that offering a pair of independently
optimal PPC contracts does not screen because the
high-type vendor chooses the contract designed for
the low-type. Once the high type accepts the low-type
contract, it then earns more proﬁt, and reduces the
client’s proﬁt, by operating at a high rate. This problem may be corrected by again offering two PPC contracts, but with an AHT constraint on the low-type
contract, speciﬁcally, an upper-bound AHT constraint
that states that the vendor cannot go faster than the
low rate l .
Not surprisingly, we have never observed such a
contract in practice. We also ﬁnd that an AHT constraint as a more traditional lower bound, when
applied to the high-type contract, can screen. Speciﬁcally, the client offers the vendor a choice between a
PPT + SLA (or PPT + W) and a PPT + SLA + AHT (or
PPT + W + AHT) contract. As was true for the SLA
constraint, the client can ensure that the AHT constraint is always satisﬁed by the vendor by associating
a high penalty for not meeting the AHT constraint.
First, we deﬁne the TSA-H contract:
TSA-H: (i) Pay rH = H V + cNH∗ / 1 − FH NH∗  per
unit time of vendor’s service.
(ii) SLA: Prwait < t ≥ H .
(iii) Set H such that the SLA (with the same t as
in contract TS-L) constraint is tight at NH∗ , i.e.,
GH NH∗  t = H .
(iv) AHT: Vendor pays a penalty PAHT greater
than rH  / H  if the vendor’s service rate is less
than H .
Proposition 9. A contract that allows the vendor to
choose between TS-L and TSA-H screens the vendor.
Here the PPT + SLA contract is tailored for a
low-productivity vendor and the PPT + SLA + AHT
contract is tailored for a high-productivity vendor.
A low-type vendor cannot satisfy the AHT constraint,
and therefore will accept the PPT + SLA contract.
A high-type vendor will earn a proﬁt rate that is less
than its reservation value under the PPT + SLA contract (refer to Proposition 7), and therefore will accept
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the PPT + SLA + AHT contract under which the vendor will earn its reservation proﬁt rate. Therefore, the
two PPT contracts screen the vendor type and maximize the chain and vendor proﬁts.
Note that for all screening contracts (those in §4.2.2
and this section), the client’s proﬁts must be com∗
∗
pared to its reservation value M. Let L
c , H c be
the maximum client proﬁt rates when the vendor is
the low- and high-productivity type, respectively. If
∗
∗
L
c < M ≤ H c , then the client will not be proﬁtable
under any contract with the low-productivity vendor,
and therefore the client will only offer the vendor a
∗
contract tailored for the high type. If H
c < M, then
the client will not be proﬁtable with either vendor and
∗
therefore will not offer either contract. If L
c ≥ M,
then the client can maximize its proﬁt by offering the
screening contracts described above.
The screening contracts in §4.2.2 and this section
lead to identical client and supply chain proﬁts when
the client’s prior distribution of the vendor’s productivity contains two values. In the next section, we
assume that the client has an arbitrary prior distribution of the vendor’s productivity, and we show that
the two types of screening contracts can generate very
different supply chain proﬁts.

5.

Information Asymmetry with an
Arbitrary Productivity Distribution

In this section, we assume that the vendor’s maximum potential service rate ∈ 0 . The vendor
knows its own potential service rate , and the client
has a prior probability distribution of in the domain
0 . Our analysis in this section does not require
any speciﬁc distributional assumption about the prior.
We assume that the vendor chooses to operate at a
service rate v ∈ 0 ( such that the vendor’s proﬁt
is maximized, given a contract. If slowing down its
agents implies higher proﬁts, then the vendor will
choose to operate at a service rate v < . However,
we assume that the vendor cannot make its agents
work at a service rate higher than the service rate .
As in previous sections, the client’s reservation value
is M and the vendor’s reservation value is V .
In this section, we describe contracts that coordinate
the service supply chain for certain productivity values , and we describe contracts that are noncoordinating for some values of . We show that a scheme
similar to the screening contracts described above
increases the client’s proﬁt above the proﬁt achieved
with a single PPC contract.
We now present some preliminary results:
Proposition 10. The vendor’s proﬁt is increasing in
under a PPC + SLA or PPC + W contract.

v

Proposition 11. The vendor’s proﬁt is decreasing in
under a PPT + SLA or PPT + W contract.

v
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Proposition 10 states that PPC + SLA or PPC + W
contracts create an incentive for the vendor to work
as fast as possible. On the other hand, Proposition 11
states that PPT + SLA or PPT + W contracts create an
incentive for the vendor to decrease the service rate.
Therefore, the client must include a constraint on the
service rate to ensure a minimum service rate (PPT +
SLA + AHT or PPT + W + AHT), and in practice we
ﬁnd that pay-per-time contracts are accompanied by
a constraint on the service rate. From Proposition 11,
we infer that under such contracts the vendor chooses
to operate at a service rate such that the constraint is
tight.

Proposition 5 satisfy this condition, so that both lowand high-productivity vendors will make systemoptimal capacity decisions.
Therefore, a single PPC + W contract coordinates
the chain, given any vendor with sufﬁciently high
to meet its participation constraint. Let l be the
cutoff productivity where the maximum vendor proﬁt
v∗  l  = V . Vendors with ≥ l will accept the contract and will invest in the system-optimal capacity. If
< l , the vendor does not accept the contract and
hence the client makes M. The value of l depends
on the contract parameters r and p, and the client’s
optimal choice of r, p, and l depends on the prior
distribution of , because it may be optimal for the
client to design a contract that excludes a vendor with
particularly low productivity. The results in this section do not depend on the particular values of r, p,
and l . In §6, we will ﬁnd these parameters numerically, given a distribution for .
Although the single PPC + W contract coordinates
the chain over all participating vendors, it is not necessarily a good contract for the client. The client’s
expected proﬁt under the single PPC + W contract
is maximized only when the vendor’s service rate
= l . When > l , then the service supply chain
proﬁt is greater than when = l . However, the extra
supply chain proﬁts are earned by the vendor as
information rent (see Figure 1).
In the proof of Proposition 12, we see that for > l ,
v   N  = s   N  − R − r . Therefore, under the
PPC + W contract, the client proﬁt is independent of ,
and is equal to R − r .

5.1. A Single PPC Contract
We can also infer from Proposition 11 that a PPT + W
contract will not coordinate the supply chain. We now
show that the client can coordinate the chain over a
certain range of by offering a PPC + W contract.
Proposition 12. The PPC + W contract with r +
p/ = R + P / coordinates the service supply chain if the
vendor’s productivity is high enough to satisfy the participation constraint.
The expression R + P / represents the nonstafﬁng
costs generated by the queueing system (costs related
to waiting and abandonment). Equating r + p/ to this
expression ensures that the vendor’s proﬁt function
is identical to the supply chain proﬁt function minus
a constant. Therefore, the condition r + p/ = R + P /
is sufﬁcient to coordinate the service supply chain.
Note that contracts CW-H and CW-L described in
Client and Supply Chain Proﬁts Under a Single PPC + W Contract
10
Chain profit
Client profit

9
8

µl: Such that π*v (µl) = V
7

Profit

Figure 1

6
5
4

Information rent earned by the vendor
3

Vendor does not enter contract
M = Client’s reservation value

2

V
1

M

Supply chain coordinated
0
0

0.5

1.0

1.5

µ

2.0

µl

2.5

3.0
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5.2.

A PPC/PPT Screening Contract Increases
the Client’s Proﬁts
In this section, we present a screening contract that
does not coordinate the service supply chain over all
participating vendors, but does lead to higher proﬁts
for the client compared to the single PPC + W contract
presented in Proposition 12.

the proﬁt earned by the client is the same in both Figures 1 and 2. In Figure 2, however, the client earns a
higher proﬁt in the range ≥ h than in Figure 1. Further, in the range  l  h , the service supply chain is
not coordinated in Figure 2. Therefore, Figures 1 and 2
illustrate how a (noncoordinating) screening contract
can be used by the client to increase its proﬁt.
Note that in the proof of Proposition 13, we show
that the client’s proﬁt is higher under a screening
contract with a lower threshold l than under any
single PPC + W contract with the same lower threshold l . Therefore, the client’s proﬁt will also be higher
with an optimal (from the client’s perspective) screening contract than the optimal single PPC + W contract.
In §6, we compare the optimal single PPC+W contract
with the optimal PPT + W + AHT and PPC + W contracts for a given a priori distribution of .
Finally, in the proof of Proposition 13 and in the
examples shown in Figures 1 and 2, the range of
participating vendors is the same ( > l = 1 5). These
ranges, however, depend on the terms of the contracts. In §6, we will see that for certain prior productivity distributions, the optimal ranges may differ,
and this difference can produce better supply chain
results under the screening contract as well as higher
client proﬁts.

Proposition 13. The client’s proﬁt when it offers the
vendor a choice between a PPT + W + AHT (or PPT +
SLA + AHT) and a PPC + W contract is always greater
than or equal to the proﬁt when it offers the vendor a
PPC + W contract.
Offering both PPT + W + AHT and PPC + W contracts induces a partition of the set of possible .
The PPC + W contact is constructed so that for some
= h the vendor would set v = h ,
h >
l , if
and the supply chain would be coordinated with the
client-maximizing proﬁt. If
> h , the vendor can
increase v and collect larger information rents, but
these information rents are lower than they would
be under the single PPC + W contract with the same
lower threshold l . For l < < h , the supply chain
will not be coordinated and the vendor will operate
at v = l , but the client will be not be worse off than
under the single PPC + W contract with the same l .
The AHT constraint places a lower bound on how
much a vendor can slow down under the PPT contracts. This is illustrated in Figure 2, where for ≤ h ,

A PPT/PPT + AHT Screening Contract
Reduces the Chain Proﬁts
In this section, we show how a screening contract
using two PPT contracts leads to lower chain proﬁts

Client and Supply Chain Proﬁts Under the PPT/PPC Screening Contract
10
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Figure 3

Client and Supply Chain Proﬁts Under the PPT/PPT − AHT Screening Contract
10
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than the screening contract presented in Proposition 13.
Proposition 14. The client can use two PPT + W +
AHT (or PPT + SLA + AHT) contracts to earn the same
proﬁt as the screening contract in Proposition 13, however,
such a contract leads to a lower supply chain proﬁt.
The two PPT contracts have a similar partitioning
effect as the screening contract in Proposition 13. Vendors with < l will not participate. Vendors with
∈ ) l  h  will accept the PPT + W + AHT contract
tailored for a vendor with a service rate equal to l ,
and will choose to operate with v = l . Vendors with
≥ h will accept the PPT + W + AHT contract tailored for a vendor with a service rate equal to h , and
will choose to operate with v = h . Therefore, we
can see that the supply chain will not be coordinated
for all
except = l and = h . Thus, the chain
proﬁts are lower than under the screening contract in
Proposition 13. This is shown in Figure 3. Note that
although the chain proﬁts are lower, the client proﬁts
are the same under the PPT-based screening contract
as under the screening contract in Proposition 13.

6.

Numerical Example

In this section, we present a numerical example to
illustrate the performance of the primary contracts
described in §5 under various levels of information
asymmetry, where the level of asymmetry is described

µ

1.5

2.0

µl

2.5

3.0

µh

by the standard deviation of the client’s prior distribution of . Table 4 summarizes the parameter values
used for all experiments.
For these parameter values, the service supply chain
is feasible for > 1 45, i.e., the maximum service supply chain proﬁt when ≤ 1 45 is less than M + V . In
all of our examples, we assume that ≥ 1 50. We also
assume that the client’s prior distribution on the vendor’s productivity is a discrete uniform distribution.
In our experiments, we change the standard deviation
of this distribution by changing its width, while keeping the mean constant at 1.75. In particular, the tightest distribution is 1 70 1 71  1 80 for a standard
deviation of approximately 0.03, while the widest is
1 50 1 51  2 00 for a standard deviation of 0.15.
In the following experiments, we compare the
performance of the PPC + W contract described in
Proposition 12 with the performance of the screening
Table 4
Parameter
R
P
c
V
M



Summary of Parameter Values Used in Numerical
Experiments
Value
0.4 per customer (revenue earned by the client for serving
each customer)
0.1 per min. per customer (waiting cost incurred by the client)
0.5 per min. per employee (stafﬁng cost incurred by
the vendor)
0.8 per min. (vendor’s reservation proﬁt rate)
0.5 per min. (client’s reservation proﬁt rate)
50 customers/min. (arrival rate)
1/3 per min. (rate of customer’s queue abandonment)
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Table 5

Contract Parameters in the Numerical Experiments

Figure 4

Contract parameters

1 70
1 67
1 65
1 62
1 60
1 57
1 55
1 52
1 50

1 80
1 83
1 85
1 88
1 90
1 93
1 95
1 98
2 00

Standard
deviation
0.03
0.05
0.06
0.08
0.09
0.11
0.12
0.14
0.15

PPC


∗
l

1.70
1.67
1.65
1.66
1.66
1.68
1.69
1.70
1.71

4.8

Screening contracts
∗
l

∗
h





1.70
1.67
1.65
1.62
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.61
1.62

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.76
1.77
1.79
1.80

contracts described in Proposition 13 (PPC/PPT) and
Proposition 14 (PPT/PPT + AHT). In the previous
section, these contracts were based on unspeciﬁed
parameters l and h . Here, we optimize the contracts
over l and h such that the client’s proﬁts are maximized. We found the optimal parameters by using
a grid search, although plots of these curves indicate
that the client’s proﬁt function is unimodal in these
parameters so that in theory more efﬁcient methods
could be used. The resulting parameters are a single
value of ∗l for the single PPC contract and values ∗l
and ∗h for the screening contracts. Note that the two
screening contracts use identical values of ∗l and ∗h
because the client proﬁts are identical for each realized value (see Figures 2 and 3).
We will call the contracts using these parameters
the optimal PPC contract, the optimal PPC/PPT screening
contract, and the optimal PPT/PPT + AHT screening contract. Table 5 lists the contract parameters, and Figure 4 shows the expected chain and client proﬁts
under each contract.
In Figure 4, both chain and client proﬁts fall as
the information asymmetry increases (note that under
both screening contracts, the client proﬁts are identical). We also see that the beneﬁts of the screening
contracts for the client can be signiﬁcant. Given a
standard deviation of 0.06, for example, the client captures 75% of supply chain proﬁts under the optimal
PPC/PPT screening contract, but only captures 61%
of proﬁts under the optimal PPC contract.
In Figure 4, we also compare the total supply chain
proﬁts under each contract. First, screening with
PPT/PPT + AHT consistently underperforms both the
PPC/PPT screening contract and the PPC-only contract. This is because the supply chain is uncoordinated for high values of
(see Figure 3). We also
see that when the standard deviation is large, the
supply chain proﬁt for the optimal PPC/PPT screening contract can be higher than the supply chain
proﬁt for the optimal PPC contract. The screening
contract produces these results even though it does

Screening with PPC/PPT
PPC only
Screening with PPT/PPT + AHT

4.3

Profit per unit time

Prior
distribution

Chain and Client Proﬁt vs. Measure of Information
Asymmetry

3.8
Chain
profits

3.3

Client profits for both
screening contracts

2.8

Client
profits

2.3

1.8
0.03

0.05

0.07

0.09

0.11

0.13

0.15

Std. dev. of the client’s prior service-rate distribution

not coordinate the chain for certain realized values
of , while the PPC contract does coordinate the chain
for any value , given that a vendor with productivity chooses to participate. The reason for the screening contract’s advantage is that under higher standard
deviations, the screening contract allows the client
to proﬁtably include a wider range of vendor types
in the supply chain. Speciﬁcally, under the screening contract, the client can design the PPT portion of
the contract for vendors with low productivity. The
optimal PPC contract does not include these vendors
in the chain because a single PPC contract designed
for a low-productivity vendor produces higher information rents paid to vendors with higher productivity. Under the optimal screening contracts, these
higher-productivity vendors will choose the PPC contract designed for them.
As an example, consider the case represented in
row 4 of Table 5. If the client offers the vendor an
optimal PPC contract, the client’s proﬁt-maximizing
∗
l = 1 66. This implies that a vendor with a service
rate < 1 66 will not enter the contract, while a vendor with a service rate ≥ 1 66 will enter the contract and the service supply chain will be coordinated.
However, if the client offers an optimal PPC/PPT
screening contract, the proﬁt maximizing ∗l = 1 62
and ∗h = 1 75. This implies that a vendor with a service rate < 1 62 will not enter the contract. A vendor
with a service rate 1 62 ≤ < 1 75 will choose the PPT
portion of the contract, and the service chain will not
be coordinated in that range. A vendor with a service
rate ≥ 1 75 will choose the PPC portion, and the service supply chain will be coordinated in that range.
Although the chain is not coordinated for all possible
vendors, the chain earns higher proﬁts, in expected
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value, because the client can proﬁtably employ vendors in the range 1 62 ≤ < 1 66. The same is true for
the contracts shown in rows 5–9 of Table 5, and these
rows correspond to the points in Figure 4 for which
the screening contract produces higher chain proﬁts
than the PPC contract. In rows 1–3, however, the optimal PPC contract is designed for the lowest possible
vendor productivity, and therefore the PPC contract
yields higher supply chain proﬁts.

7.

Conclusions and Future Research

For a ﬁrm to obtain all of the beneﬁts of outsourcing
it is important to choose contracts so that the vendor
acts in the best interests of the client. In this paper, we
present a brief survey of contracts signed by one large
call center vendor, and we study the performance of
these contracts. Speciﬁcally, we examine how different
contract terms inﬂuence the vendor’s capacity decision. Given that there is no information asymmetry
between the client and the vendor, we identify single
contracts that enable the client to maximize its proﬁts
by coordinating the service supply chain and allowing
for arbitrary allocation of proﬁt. These contracts have
terms that force the client to internalize waiting and
abandonment costs: constraints on the service level, a
waiting-time penalty, or a penalty for each abandoning customer.
In business environments where there is information asymmetry about the maximum productivity of
the vendor, it is also necessary to include contract
terms related to waiting and abandonment costs,
and all of the contracts we describe include such
terms. Given information asymmetry about productivity, however, we ﬁnd that no single contract can
maximize the client’s proﬁt because the client will
pay information rent to the most productive vendors.
When the client’s prior belief about the vendor’s productivity can be described by an extreme value distribution (high- and low-productivity agents), then the
client can screen the vendor productivity type, maximize supply chain proﬁts, and maximize its own
proﬁt by offering either (i) a choice between two
pay-per-time contracts, where the contract designed
for the high-productivity vendor has an AHT constraint, or (ii) a choice between pay-per-time and payper-call contracts. We then study the case when the
client’s prior belief about the vendor’s productivity
is given by a general distribution. Instead of using a
single contract, the client can again increase its proﬁt
by using either of the screening contracts, although
choice (ii), above, achieves higher supply chain and
vendor proﬁts than choice (i).
We have focused on the relationship between a single vendor and a single client, and assumed that each
contract is accepted or refused and is not renegotiated as new information becomes available to the

client. Future research includes analyzing the performance of contracts in a multiperiod setting, where
productivity information revealed by the vendor during one period (say, by the choice of the service
rate v ) enables the client to update its prior on the
vendor’s productivity and change the contract terms
in subsequent periods. In addition, we may examine
the impact of information asymmetry in the reliability of the vendor, perhaps as measured by the variability of the vendor’s average service time. We may
also examine vendor decisions that affect the quality
of the customer experience, where quality includes,
but is not limited to, waiting time. In general, vendors make many decisions besides stafﬁng levels that
affect the degree to which they are aligned with the
client’s objectives. Speciﬁcally, the vendor makes decisions about training and hiring processes, investments
in information technology, and agent and manager
incentives. Future research may consider models that
incorporate these decisions.

8.

Electronic Companion

An electronic companion to this paper is available as
part of the online version that can be found at http://
mansci.journal.informs.org/.
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Appendix. Diffusion Approximation

The following approximation is due to Garnett et al. (2002):
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